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SOFTWARE LICENSING POLICY WYLER AG
1. Types of WYLER software licenses
1st license
A customer buying a license for a specific WYLER software for the first time is charged the
price of a full / 1st license.
2nd license
If the same customer at the same location *) buys a 2nd (or higher) license of the same
software he already purchased a 1st license, he will be charged the reduced / 2nd license price.
*) Customer must provide proof of the availability of a 1st license at that location.
Remark 1: 3rd, 4th and so on licenses are charged at the same price as the 2nd license
Volume licenses
Companies with a requirement of 10 licenses and more of a specific software can apply for a
volume license agreement. Such an agreement must be signed by the corporation, WYLER
and WYLER representative where applicable.
Under a Volume license all licenses at all locations within that company are at the reduced
price of a 2nd license.
Upgrade
If a customer has an old version of a software *), WYLER may provide full licenses at a
reduced / upgrade price (for details see current catalog).
*) Customer must provide proof of the availability of a valid license of the old version
Function-upgrade
If a customer would like to extend the functionality of a software *), WYLER may provide full
licenses for the extended software at a reduced / upgrade price (for details see current
catalog).
*) Customer must provide proof of the availability of a valid license of the current software
version
2. End user transparency
A regular update of firmware and software is necessary to ensure best possible functionality
of both the software as well as the interface. The licensing process with wylerCONNECT
therefore requires a 1:1 assignment of a license to a specific end-user.
Hence, a purchase order for a software license must include name and address of the enduser. Administrative communication and logistical handling of all software orders however
are identical to standard hardware orders (see also next page).
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Administrative and logistic handling of software licenses
New licenses
New licenses are stored in a wylerCONNECT and delivered as part of that hardware.
Upgrades / Function-extensions / purchase of new licenses to an existing license
For changes to existing licenses, even if no hardware is sent, the communication (quotation /
purchase order / payment / delivery of license) is always handled the same way, as if
hardware would be involved:
 for direct customers (e.g. in Switzerland) delivery is directly to end-user
 for customers in areas assigned to a WYLER representative, the delivery is always through
the respective representative
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